
Mia-Platform Suite mentioned in 2022 Gartner® How
Software Engineering Leaders Can Overcome the 4

Key Packaged Business Application Challenges Report

Milan, 16 January 2022 – Mia-Platform Suite has been mentioned in the Gartner report
“How Software Engineering Leaders Can Overcome the 4 Key Packaged Business
Application Challenges” by Massimo Pezzini, Kimihiko Iijima, Tad Travis, Duy Nguyen,
Ranadip Chandra, Tim Faith, Keith Guttridge.

The report analyzes the four key challenges that software engineering leaders face when
asked to support new packaged business applications, that include:

1. “Application Extension: Filling functional gaps in the new application by
developing some custom business logic that must be plugged into the application
itself by means of APIs, event channels or other vendor proprietary mechanisms;

2. Data Consistency: Making sure that related data in different application systems
are in sync. When a change of data is detected in one application the modification
must be notified to all the other applications holding the same piece of data;

3. Automation of Business Processes: Enabling different and independent business
applications to work together to automate end-to-end business processes;

4. Composition: Leveraging some of the functionality of the business application to
develop new “composite” applications.

The full report is available for Gartner subscribers here.
Gartner, How Software Engineering Leaders Can Overcome the 4 Key Packaged
Business Application Challenges Report, Massimo Pezzini, Kimihiko Iijima, Tad Travis,
Duy Nguyen, Ranadip Chandra, Tim Faith, Keith Guttridge, 13 December 2022.
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What is a Digital Integration Hub?
According to Gartner, “A digital integration hub (DIH) provides low-latency,
high-throughput API-/event-based data access by aggregating and replicating multiple
system-of-record sources into a data management layer that synchronizes with the
systems of record via event-driven patterns. A DIH enables scalable, 24/7 data access;
reduces workloads on the SORs; and improves business agility. Organizations can reap
additional value by leveraging a DIH in analytics, data integration and composition
scenarios”.*

Mia-Platform Suite has been mentioned as an example of a Digital Integration Hub-
enabled API platform  in the following Gartner reports:

● How Software Engineering Leaders Can Overcome the 4 Key Packaged Business
Application Challenges, Published 28 July 2021 by Massimo Pezzini, Kimihiko
Iijima, Tad Travis, Duy Nguyen, Ranadip Chandra, Tim Faith, Keith Guttridge;

● Innovation Insight: Turbocharge Your API Platform With a Digital Integration Hub
(refreshed), Published 28 January 2022 by Andrew Comes, Wei Jin | Analysis By:
Abhishek Singh;

● Hype Cycle for Application Architecture and Integration, 2022, Published 21 July
2022 by Andrew Comes, Wei Jin.

*Gartner, Hype Cycle™ for Application Architecture and Integration, 2022, Published 21
July 2022 by Andrew Comes, Wei Jin.

GARTNER is registered trademark and service mark of Gartner, Inc. and HYPE CYCLE is
a registered trademark of Gartner and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and internationally and
are used herein with permission. All rights reserved. Gartner research publications
consist of the opinions of Gartner’s Research & Advisory organization and should not be
construed as statements of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied,
with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose.
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ABOUT MIA-PLATFORM

Mia-Platform is an Independent Software Vendor (ISV) which delivers one of the leading
solutions worldwide for the creation of end-to-end cloud native digital platforms.

Its powerful software suite with full DevOps Lifecycle Management provides a unique
Console to simplify the development and operations of cloud native applications based
on APIs, Microservices, Fast Data and DevOps, and to incrementally build a company’s
Digital Platform.

Mia-Platform enables a smoother Developer Experience for Cloud-Native Application
Development, thanks to the combination of its Self-Service Developer Portal
(Mia-Platform Console) and Service Catalog (Mia-Platform Marketplace).
The platform is thought to support companies in their adoption path of Platform
Engineering and Composable Architecture paradigms.

Mia-Platform is one of the fastest growing tech companies in Europe, and has been
mentioned for two years in a row among the top 10 Italian tech companies in the “FT
1.000: Europe's Fastest Growing Companies" ranking by The Financial Times.

→ Visit our website: mia-platform.eu
→ Press contacts: press@mia-platform.eu
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